Edit page warning sometimes stays active even when you cancel.

Status
Closed

Subject
Edit page warning sometimes stays active even when you cancel.

Version
1.8.x
1.9.x

Feature
Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
User Administration (Registration, Login & Banning)
WYSIWYCA (What You See is What You Can Access)

Resolution status
Fixed

Volunteered to solve
Luis Henrique Fagundes

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
5

Description
Can someone give more details on this one?

I believe the problem occurs when someone goes to edit a page then uses the browser buttons, links or types a new URL without clicking either the save or cancel buttons. — mdavey

A related issue is that the lock is checked /before/ all the permissions checks have been done. The result is that one can try to edit a page as anonymous, get an error warning, login, try again only to be told that 'Anonymous' is editing the page. — mdavey

obs: waiting for cvs to unlock to commit

Solution
Confirmed fixed for Tiki 1.9.3

Importance
5
Demonstrate Bug

Ticket ID
49

Created
Tuesday 19 April, 2005 18:08:44 GMT-0000

LastModif
Tuesday 28 March, 2006 04:55:13 GMT-0000

Comments

Marc Laporte 16 Jan 06 23:22 GMT-0000

This error is present in BRANCH-1-9 as of today -> The result is that one can try to
edit a page as anonymous, get an error warning, login, try again only to be told that
'Anonymous' is editing the page.
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